Rider Name:
Home Club:

Riding Skills
Balance
Agile
Body position
Horse positioning
Rider Fitness
Extra skills(legs/hands)
Other discipline rider

Horse Power
Fitness of horse
Training
Horse suitability
Herd work
turn back work
Pen work
Confident Horse

Penning Skills
Team

Confidence
Leadership skills
Sportsmanship
consistent
communicates
competent
respectful
reliable
Individual

In position
Big picture
reactive
Cattle sense

Understands cattle
Moving cattle

Directions:
Give yourself a score out of 10 on each line under bold
headings and in boxes. These will be put into a
calculator to give you a score out of 100. The rating
committes will use these scores along with their rating
of you to determine everyones ratings for the 2021
team penning season.
Email to ctcpaoffice@gmail.com when completed

Attached you will find the rating sheet with a little explanation beside the box as to what is
meant.
Riding Skills
Balance- Do you have balance and stay in the saddle while riding at speed
Agile- Can you move with the horse
Body position- is your body in position while competing, do you throw your horse off?
Horse positioning- Can you put your horse where it needs to be?
Rider Fitness- are you in riding shape?
Extra skills (legs/hands) - Can you direct your horse with both your legs and hands at the same time?
Other discipline rider- For every other discipline you have rode in give yourself 2 points. Ex cutting,
jumping, Reiner
Horse Power
Fitness of horse- Is your horse in penning shape or does it run out of wind after one run?
Training- Is your horses been trained to be a penner? Open horse 9-10, 7 class horse 5-6
Horse suitability- Does your horse fit your riding style and suitable for penning?
Herd work- Can your horse enter and work in the herd?
Turn back work- Can your horse turn back on the line?
Pen work- Can your horse work at the pen without getting lost or frazzled, when something goes
wrong?
Confident Horse- Is your horse confident in the team penning game?
Penning Skills
Team
Confidence- Do you have confidence in a team environment, can you pen with more than a few select
people
Leadership skills- Can you lead a team and direct other people in a run
Sportsmanship- Do you treat your team mates, judges and the sport as a whole they way you want to
be treated?
Consistent- Are you for the most part consistent, you know what you’re going to get when a run
happens?
Communicates- Do you talk during a run?
Competent- Are you competent in all aspects of penning?
Respectful-Are you respectful to your partners when things don’t go right?
Reliable- Are you reliable in the pen to do what your job is?
Individual
In position- Are you in the right position for the right job at the time?
Big picture- Do you see the whole arena or get tunnel vision?
Reactive- When problems arise can you react to them or do things tend to get worse?
Cattle sense
Understands cattle- Do you understand how and why a cow moves the way they do?
Moving cattle- Can you move a cow where you want it or do you just chase it?

